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Abstract

Based on the regulation of The Minister of State for Administrative inveiglement Number 16 Year 2009 regarding Position of Teacher Functional score and credit figures, teachers are required to conduct professional development sustainable by writing scientific article published in scientific journals. UIN SUSKA through Suara Guru Journal helps teachers in their publications. In fact, there were still found teachers who negligent in writing article. Therefore, writer consider very important to examine in depth and explain the extent to which the teacher’s ability to write articles and to describe whether the teachers works could be published in “Suara Guru’ Journal of UIN Suska Riau. To answer the question, researcher would like to conduct the field research in qualitative study.
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A. INTRODUCTION

Teachers hold an important role in education. In fact, it could also be said that the success or failure of an education in the country could be determined by the quality of teachers available in the country. Therefore, the success in the world of education in any country will be affected by the success of a teacher. The teacher's role is very large when compared to other professions; it is because education plays an important role in shaping a person personality. Teachers do not only act as a transfer of knowledge, but more than that, they also act as an educator, protector, adviser to every person who becomes part of his responsibilities. Over time these days, teachers are not only acting as an educator, protector, builder alone, more than that, teachers are required to work directly on research world.

Given the important role of teachers in promoting national education and prepare qualified human resources, qualified teachers in the present and in the future is absolutely necessary. Therefore, the government through The Minister of State for Administrative inveiglement issued regulation of The Minister of State for Administrative inveiglement Number 16 Year 2009 regarding Position of Teacher Functional score and credit figures. Elements and sub-element of teachers’ activities that assessed credit number includes education, learning/coaching, ongoing professional development, and support. Continuous professional development includes sub-element of self-development, scientific publications, and innovative work. Scientific publication may include scientific publications on research results or innovative ideas in the field of formal education and the publication of textbooks. In Article 16, Paragraph (2) states that "For the promotion/rank one level higher than guru pertama, rank of Penata Muda, Golongan ruang IIIa until guru pertama, rank Pembina utama, Golongan ruang IVe is required to conduct professional development
sustainable which includes sub-element of self-development, scientific publications, and / or innovative work.” This rule is effective January 1st 2011. This suggests to us that teachers should develop themselves if the proposed increase in the position / rank. One self-development can be carried out by teachers is to write scientific papers published in scientific journals.

For the publication of scientific works of teachers, UIN Suska Riau as one of Educational institutions provides mean or tool to teachers through its journal, namely Suara Guru: Journal of Social Education, Science and Humanities Decree No. 0005.24776351/JI.3.1/SK.ISSN/2015. 12-December 14, 2015 (First edition Vol. 1, No. 1, December 2015. Suara Guru: Journal of Social Education, Science and Humanities (SG-JPSSH) is a scientific journal that focuses on development and application of theories, approaches, systems, methods, implementation, and evaluation of curriculum implementation and learning at the level of primary and secondary education. SG-JPSSH receives articles of research results and ideas in the field of social education, Science, and Humanities. Suara Guru: Journal of social Education, Science and Humanities (SG-JPSSH) is managed by US/Indonesia Teacher Education Consortium (USINTEC) UIN Suska Riau by Number. ID 1450064118. the journal is written in Indonesian for all teachers in Indonesia with a frequency of issue 4 monthly through print media with ISSN number 2477-6351. Journal of Suara Guru is chaired by the Secretary of English Language Education Department of Tarbiyah and Teachers Training Faculty of UIN Suska Riau.

If the government through The Minister of State for Administrative inveiglement issued regulation of The Minister of State Administrative inveiglement Number 16 Year 2009 regarding Position of Teacher Functional score and credit figures which requires teachers to write
scientific papers as a requirement for advancement, then UIN SUSKA through *Suara Guru Journal* help teachers in their publications. So, it is fitting there is no excuse for teachers who say there are difficulties in publishing their scientific work. Writing work, in this case writing scientific article, requires training and practice. This writing skill is not innate, but acquired through learning and practice. People have skills to write scientific articles as they practice writing articles. The result of their writing is certainly less good at the beginning of their learning to write. Along with time and practice hard and earnestly, they will be able to give good quality article.

Based on preliminary observations and short interviews with several English teachers who teach in junior and senior schools at Lipat Kain Village of Kampar Kiri district can be concluded that the ability of teachers to write scientific papers in general is still very low. The problems that can be identified related to low capacity of English teacher at Lipat Kain Village in writing scientific articles can be described as follows: English Teachers said they did not have a notion or idea to be written (Block Minded), an English teacher has lacking information sources, such as English-language reference books and English journals. This was stated by some teachers of English that they did not have a book or journal so that they could not support writing to the existing theories. Basically, it is true, is is difficult to find reference books written in English, the books which are circulating in Indonesia are mostly photocopy books written English language experts, and it was only circulated on campus. However, if it becomes a reason do not have adequate resources, teachers can actually access or browse information on the Internet. As long as they can write down key words correctly, they will obtain such information quickly. But in reality, the next problem that arises is when teachers are required to be able to access references from the Internet, they are confused or do not
know how access the information quickly and accurately.

The most fundamental problem is the teachers did not understand the rules of writing articles in journals; even though they've been written a thesis in undergraduate degree. In writing articles, they make the title is very long; Moreover, they copy the title of the research into the title of article. Another issue is the making of abstract. They make the abstract more than 200 words, sometimes to one page. In addition, there are teachers who make the keyword more than five words. In the introduction, their outlines are too lengthy theory, as written in the theoretical framework, and for writing often unrelated between paragraph one to another. There is no coherence and cohesion in their paragraph. Meanwhile on research methods, they wrote unclear research design. To the results and discussion do not present the results briefly. The average is not accompanied by the standard deviation. Likewise, it often presents double-serving from data presentation, the same data is presented in various forms. That is, the data is presented in tabular form, is also presented in graphical form. In terms of the discussion, the teachers do not discuss the findings in depth, but the findings or outcome narrated at length. Likewise, teachers are less compare findings with other findings produced by other researchers.

Based on the phenomena above, it can be seen the important of writing article for teachers as requirement to be promoted. On the other hand, there are still found teachers who negligent in writing article. Therefore, writer consider very important to examine in depth and explain the extent to which the teacher's ability to write articles. Thus, writer would like to conduct a research under the title ‘teachers’ ability in writing scientific article’.

The participant of this research is English teachers at Lipat Kain Village of Kampar Kiri Regency. First steps when conducting the research,
researcher would like to invite English teacher in one place to discuss about their problems in writing scientific article and asked them to write an article to measure their ability in writing scientific article. It was done to make researcher easier to collect the data about teachers’ ability in writing article with the consideration of different school of the teachers. Hopefully, this meeting can help researcher to answer research question of this study.

B. RESEARCH QUESTION:

The study wills be focused on two formulation of the problem:
1. To describe the extent to which teachers’ ability in writing articles in introduction, discussion, conclusion, and writing references
2. To describe whether the teachers works could be published in “Suara Guru’ Journal of UIN Suska Riau

C. RESEARCH METHOD

Participants
The participants of this research are English teachers who teach at Senior and Junior High School at Lipat Kain. That is English teachers at SMPN 1 Kampar Kiri, MTs Lipat Kain, SMAN 1 Kampar Kiri and MAN Lipat Kain. The total number of teacher is 10 teachers.

Research Design:
To answer the research question above, therefore, the writer need to do field research in qualitative study where to analyze data didn’t use numbers and statistical count but based on the phenomena’s on research object and understand something behind the phenomenon is not known yet. The data obtained by testing, observation and interviews with English teachers, as well as documentation. Test and observation were done by gathered a teacher in one meeting at a school that is SMAN 1 Kampar Kiri, to measure the extent...
of teachers in writing scientific articles and research results. Here teachers are asked to write an article based on the thesis that they already have on the level of undergraduate degree. Then the data were analyzed with descriptive method that used outlining facts obtained are then linked with the existing theory so as to answer the issues raised above.

D. DISCUSSION

Teachers’ Ability In Writing Articles In Introduction, Discussion, Conclusion And References

Dr. Ali Mustadi in his seminar ‘Teacher Professionalism and requirement of promotion’ stated that the concept of writing scientific papers are writing that: based on the results of observations, review, or research in a specific field, arranged according to certain methods with systematic writing raw, and it can be accounted for righteousness , Ali (2009) also explained about Types of Scientific Paper in the form of Research Reports (including essay, thesis, dissertation, and others research reports) Journal Articles Scientific (research), Articles of Scientific journal (research results), Scientific Papers (material seminar, workshop, conferences, training, scientific meeting and others), book or teaching materials (books of lectures, school textbooks, handbooks lecturers/teachers, and scientific books others), Module/Handout/diktat, opinions scientific articles media time.

In writing a scientific article we will look at the rules or guidelines of writing articles which published in scientific journals that we will be heading. Some of the components contained in scientific work (including articles) follows with an explanation have been published by several authors (Santoso, 2010). On the other hand, scientific article should follow Indonesia Standard (Sugihastuti, 2000; Lima Adi Sekawan, 2009; Anonim, 2010; Chaer, 2011)
Teachers’ Ability in writing

Abstract

Abstract format also vary, so we have to be really careful to read the writing on the journal's guidelines that covering format (capital or bold, center or on a new line followed by the first sentence of the abstract, space). In general, the journal asks abstract written on a separate page. For simplicity, we should pay attention to the example of the latest articles. In general, the abstract is written in one paragraph that contains the purpose of research, materials and methodology of the study, the main results of the research, conclusions and key words. In the abstract there is usually no discussion, tables, bibliography, citations, and images. Abbreviations are usually allowed in the abstract. The maximum number of words in the abstract is generally restricted between 100 and 250 words. Abstract in English written in past tense, and generally not allowed to repeat the title of article in abstract. In this research, the researcher found that the most of teachers are able to write abstract about their article. Actually, this abstract is written at the last activity after writing article. Therefore, they only wrote the key points of their article, based on the procedure in writing abstract.

Teachers’ Ability in writing

Introduction

It was found problems faced by teacher when they were asked to write Introduction in an article. It was proven when they were asked directly to write in their laptop. There were many questions asked by teachers what should they write in Introduction. Here, their outlines are too lengthy theory, as written in the theoretical framework, and for writing often unrelated between paragraphs, one paragraph to another. It is meant that there are no coherence and cohesion in their writing. It is supported by the result of interview that the teachers said in introduction they wrote theoretical framework. Actually, this
section contains justification of research, hypothesis and research objectives. If the article is in the form of a literature review, the introduction contains a background that includes the importance of "the problem" is lifted, the hypothesis (if any) and the purpose of writing the article. In this section, review of related literature is written only as important theory. Important to note that in introduction, references or quotation is only limit three and the others in your own writing to describe the situation in your research field.

Teachers’ Ability in writing un Research Method

This section, there were many teachers who less or even did not understand the concept of research methodology. They look difficult to distinguish type of qualitative and quantitative research in simple. Based on the observation, the teachers were not able to divide the explanations on research methods that will be created into several subheadings to be neater. Please note that the reviewer will be a lot of emphasis on the examination of the validity of this method because of the results we obtained is determined by the methodological approach used. Therefore, we have to write a complete methodology that we use in research so that reviewers can understand the procedures used in the study. In this section we can present a table, schema, or a picture to clarify and summarize the information written. This section is written with a past tense sentence for writing in English. If we refer to the methods of work of others, then we do not need to write it in depth. On the other hand, it was still found a teacher who is difficult to operate computer well. Therefore, she could not finish her writing well.

Teachers’ Ability in writing in Discussion

In this section, the researcher sees that teachers only did copy paste from their thesis on chapter four and put it on research result or discussion. Each journal has a standard pattern or
flexible. There are journals that separates between the result and discussion, or integratedly, and some are handed to the author in accordance with convenience in presentation. For data presentation, they represent again what have been present in table. They did not try to explain what the table talking about. At this stage, the writer should give his/her argument that will be key point of the discussion. Thus, the major issues in the results need to be given emphasis. The results should be written in a systematic manner. We write the results from the main results followed by supporting data or from supporting data to the main result. In general, the national journals do not want statistical language written in the text results.

**Teachers’ Ability in writing in Conclusion**

Conclusion focuses on what the main study result (reject or accept the hypothesis) in simple sentences. It should avoid statistics sentences. The conclusions drawn up by the facts found in the study. From the research result, it found that there are no problems faced by teacher in writing conclusion of scientific writing. They could make conclusion from their writing. They tried to write conclusion using their own word, it is meant that they didn’t do copy paste like they do before in discussion session.

**Teacher ability in writing References**

Writing a list of references is varies depending on each journal format. Therefore, we must refer to the writing guidelines in that journal. In general, the organization of the reference list consists of two types, namely by numbering and arrange alphabetically. References are used preferably from the articles that have been published internationally. Reference lists of national publications can be used in limited quantities. Thesis and dissertation can also be used as a reference list. An article sometimes is rejected because the reference list only from unpublished research results,
such as research reports, or only from local publications. In this study, the researcher found that English teachers in Lipat Kain village were still confused in writing a list of references. In this study the writer gave test in the form of question associated with making the references. In this study, the researcher used the APA style to measure the ability of English teachers in making the references. Indicators in the manufacture of test are:

1. **Book by an author, example:**

2. **Books with two to six authors, example:**

3. **Books with more than six authors**

4. **Books without author**

5. **More than one book / works by the same author and published in the same year**

6. **Books written by the organization or institution (corporate author)**

7. **Books edition**
8. *The book by author editor*

9. *Books series*

10. *Buku elektronik*

11. *Electronic Books*

12. *Chapters in the book compiled by the editors*

13. *Chapter in electronic book*

14. *Dictionary or encyclopedia*

15. *Journal article by a writer*

17. Journal article with three to six authors

18. Journal articles with more than six authors

19. Journal article in press (preparation for publication in one of the journals)

20. The electronic article with DOI numbers

21. The electronic article without DOI numbers
com/titleBank/getAtoZList.do?title=187408

22. **Conference or seminar papers published**

23. **Conference or seminar papers, unpublished**

24. **The newspaper article by an author**

25. **The newspaper article without author**
Meeting the needs of counsellors. (May 5, 2001). The Courier Mail, p. 22.

26. **Magazine article mold**

27. **Magazine or newspaper electronics article**

28. **Government reports**

29. **Thesis or dissertation that is accessed from a personal or institutional website**

30. **Webpage by author**

31. **Webpage without author**

32. **Webpage without year**

33. **Webpage with corporate author**

34. **Web article with DOI numbers**

35. **Web articles without a DOI number or freely available on the web**

36. **Film or broadcast**

37. Personal communication or email
Not included in the reference list, but only retrieved in text messages submitted to newsgroups, online forums, or discussion group

38. Lecture notes in the form of mold

39. Lecture notes are accessible online
Blackboard Online: http://www.elearning.uq.edu.au/

40. Video, CD, or DVD

41. Television Program

The Teachers Works and “Suara Guru’ Journal of UIN Suska Riau

Measuring and Editing teachers’ article

The product of teachers work in scientific articles that have been written by an English teacher at the beginning of this research would be measured (giving score) and edited by the rater. For the measuring of teachers’ article, the researcher used Analytic Scale for rating composition
Task by Brown & Bailey (2004, p. 244-245). Neither the article were written by teachers nor published in Suara Guru journal are seen from the quantity and quantity of the products of scientific articles generated. If the value or score of articles is at least 70, the article will be submitted for publication in teachers’ journal managed by UIN Suska Riau. For those who had score at least 70, teacher journal will edit by researcher/rater to be published in Suara Guru Journal.

The following table presents the aspects evaluated and the criteria of indicators of achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect evaluated</th>
<th>Indicators of Achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific articles produced by English teachers</td>
<td>The number of articles have been already published in Suara Guru Journal are least 20% from the total number of participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Almost the quality of articles produced from the teachers is classified as good, with a minimum score of 70.

If the number of participants in this research is 10 English, assuming every English teacher write a scientific article, thus, there will be a minimum of 2 articles have been already to be published in suara guru Journal.

Suara guru Journal of UIN Suska Riau

Authors who will write the article in Suara Guru Journal must follow the writing procedure in the journal. The procedures are:

a) The text is research result or literature study of literature in the field education that has not been considered in the process of being published in other journals (reinforced by affidavit).
b) The text is written in Indonesian / English with an abstract in English and accompanied by the key words. The maximum length of abstract is 200 words. Manuscripts typed in processor Microsoft office word, Times New Roman, font size 12, 1.5 spaced and printed on A4 paper. The length of the manuscript between 15 to 20 pages.

(c) Systematic of writing follow the following sequence:

Article of research results:

- Title (title in Indonesian is a maximum 12 words and English title is up to 10 words)
- Name (without a title, loading home institution, address, and email)
- Abstract (written in the first paragraph and one space, loading purposes, research methods and research results, accompanied by a maximum of five keywords)
- Introduction (includes background problems and objectives or formulation of the problem that was not made in the form of a pointer)
- Method (includes research design, subject or population, objects or samples, research variable, data collection procedures, research instruments, and data analysis techniques)
- Discussion (contain a description of research results, discussion is written separately from the research results, and the discussion present the comparisons between the results obtained with the findings of other studies)
- Conclusion (containing conclusions and suggestions made as a single entity)
- References (only contains the sources referenced)

Literature review article:

- Title (The title in Indonesian has 12 maximum words and in English is up to 10 words)
- Name (without a title, loading home institution, address, and email)
Based on the product of teachers article that had been measured by Analytic Scale for rating composition Task by Brown & Bailey (2004, p. 244-245), it found that only 20% from the teachers article got score 70. Therefore, there are 2 articles that can be published in Suara Guru Journal of UIN Suska Riau. If it is only three from ten articles that only can be accepted in a journal, it may be concluded that the ability of English teachers in writing article is low. But we cannot conclude it before giving the opportunity for teachers to improve their writing. Thus, researcher gave chance to the teacher for one month to improve teachers’ ability in writing article, to be better and accepted in the journal. In fact, after one month, there is no teacher sent their product to researcher email. The reasons are they have not had time to write articles because they are so busy in teaching. Another reason is that they are just starting research so that there are no material research results that will be written into the article. The next reason is that they just moved up the
rank / position so that they do not need a credit point of the current article. Nevertheless, they feel they have an insight into the scientific writings, both in writing research proposals, research reports, as well as scientific articles. They will try to do the research to be written into an article at a later date, especially with the enactment regulation of The Minister of State for Administrative inveiglement Number 16 Year 2009 regarding Position of Teacher Functional score and credit figures. that teachers are required to make the development of the profession to be appointed on a higher position/functional.

E. CONCLUSION

There are some reasons express by the teachers when they asked to write scientific article. Events it has set out in regulation of The Minister of State for Administrative inveiglement Number 16 Year 2009 regarding Position of Teacher Functional score and credit figures. Based on the result of teacher product in writing article that they wrote refers to their thesis on undergraduate degree only two from ten article of respondents get 70. It means that the ability of teacher in writing scientific article is categories low. For some reason or another, teachers did not have strong demands for completing their scientific article to be published in ‘suara guru’ teachers’ journal of UIN Suska Riau as a regarding Position of Teacher Functional score and credit figures.
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